
Middle grade to young adult readers who enjoy works of speculative fiction and adventure will find Arko:
The Dark Union fits the bill with its blend of Indiana Jones-style action and sci-fi thriller.

A group of scientists journey to Mexico's Yucatan with their families to conduct research in the jungle.
Twelve-year-old Ariel Hyden's father is one of them, but Ariel is a "child scientist" himself with a vivid
imagination, inquisitive mind, and educational curiosity beyond his years.

He's part of a group of twelve-year-old friends experiencing typical summer fun when everything
changes into a more serious venture.

U.W Leo brings to life the pyramids and atmosphere of the Yucatan jungle, and the Mayan myths and
legends that swirl around the archaeological relics it holds from ancient times.

He also establishes early on that this group of kids hold special abilities and talents that set them apart
from their peers.

These foundations of myth and reality emerge further as the story develops into extraordinary areas of
inspection, theory, and dilemmas.

Leo injects science into these fantasy realms to give Arko a realistic, thought-provoking backdrop:
"...you can’t cover the pterosaurs in screens or metamaterials for a simple reason.”

“Which is?”
“They won’t be able to fly.”
Isaac pondered this for a bit. “Of course, you’re correct. So
what do you propose?”
“Camouflage using simple lighting.”
“Meaning?”
“We’ll attach a system of lights to blur their appearance, like
they used in the Vietnam War on Phantom jets.”
“I know of it. That project was called Compass Ghost, but
back then the lighting could only achieve partial obscurity.”

As pterosaurs appear and mysteries evolve, adults and children become caught up in the realization that
myths about Quetzalcoatls and prehistory are coming to life to introduce new realities and dangers that
could change their world. The influence of a strange, technologically advanced structure buried in the
jungle becomes apparent as the children are charged with very adult assignments and new roles.



The adult elements of a thriller format, unusual to see for this age of reader, come into play as human
threats clash: "Zhukov furrowed his brow. What should he do now? He was unsure. The systems were
malfunctioning terribly. Someone was toying with them, and quite maliciously. Perhaps it would be best
to wait and do nothing. But then his crew members might see it as a sign of weakness. The men relied on
the foundation of his mettle. If he weakened, everything could come crashing down. Still, he found
himself contemplating at length. His hesitations were cut short by Ivanovsky."

As Gaia, Gustav, and adults and children alike confront Arks, spaceships, pterosaurs and other
impossibilities, they come to realize that their choices and actions are the pivot point for humanity's
future.

It will be the "next leap of human evolution" to embrace these changes and see them to fruition.

U.W. Leo's powerful story offers food for thought on many different levels. It holds many adventure and
fantasy elements like Indiana Jones, but also contains a deeper flavor of self-realization and
improvement that gives all ages a story that builds a new sense of purpose and insight.

There are numerous characters and special interests and influences involved which may challenge
tweens with complexity and subplots, but ultimately adds to the story's diversity and unpredictable
events.

Tweens and young adults who look for high-octane action injected into thought-provoking stories will
appreciate Arko: The Dark Union's ability to engage on many different levels. It's the first book in a series
and ends on a note of possibility that portends more adventures and challenges to come.


